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  Dr. N. Koch Zusammenfassung 
Das UML-based Web-Engineering (UWE) definiert ein Profil der Unified Modeling 
Language (UML) und einen Modellierungsprozess f ü r Web-Applikationen. In der 
vorliegenden Arbeit wird ein Metamodell für UWE definiert und dessen Constraints in der 
Object Constraint Language (OCL) formuliert. Aufbauend auf diesem Metamodell wird das 
CASE-Tool  ArgoUWE  entwickelt, welches  den Modellierungsprozess  von U WE durch 
Automatisierung einiger Prozessschritte unterstützt.  ArgoUWE bietet auß er graphischen 
Benutzerinteraktionen auch  eine  Überprüfung auf die Einhaltung der UWE-Metamodell-
Constraints durch das Benutzerprojekt.  Als Basis f ü r  ArgoUWE dient das Open-Source-
Projekt ArgoUML, dessen Möglichkeiten genau analysiert werden. 
Abstract 
The UML-based Web-Engineering (UWE) defines a profile of the Unified Modeling 
Language (UML) and a modeling process for web applications. In this thesis a metamodel of 
UWE is defined and its constraints are formulated in the Object Constraint Language (OCL). 
Additionally, ArgoUWE, a CASE tool that is based on this metamodel and that supports the 
modeling process of UWE by automating some steps of it,  will be developed.  ArgoUWE 
provides not only graphical user interactions, but also checks if all the metamodel constraints 
are satisfied by the user project. The open source project ArgoUML forms the starting point 
of ArgoUWE, its potentials will be analysed in detail. 
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 Introduction 
The web is one of the most fascinating and most important areas of 
the software world today.  Despite the large number of web 
applications being developed, the modeling of web applications is still 
in its infancy. The most popular modeling language in use, the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML), defines no elements for web applications, 
not to mention a precise specification of the modeling process. 
The UML-based Web Engineering (UWE)1 provides a profile of the standard UML and a 
modeling process for web applications. It provides a comfortable starting point for 
modeling web applications, because according to [Koch 2000] UWE: 
•  is object-oriented; 
•  separates conceptual, navigational and presentational aspects; 
•  defines step by step how to design a web application; 
•  uses UML models; 
•  and proposes a stereotype-based extension of UML. 
In this thesis, the UWE metamodel with constraints formulated in the Object Constraint 
Language (OCL)2 is given, which can be seen as a starting point for formal discussions 
about UWE. 
For a modeling process, it is important to find its steps that can be achieved 
automatically. In this thesis  we will point out these steps and provide corresponding 
algorithms to achieve a semi-automatism of the modeling process of UWE, which can be 
regarded as a first step towards generating web applications automatically. 
This semi-automatism is implemented in  ArgoUWE, a CASE tool supporting UWE. 
ArgoUWE is an extension of the open source project ArgoUML, a technical analysis of 
ArgoUML will also be done. 
Apart from UWE, there also exist a number of other approaches for modeling web 
applications, such as the Web Application Extension for UML (WAE)3 and the Web Site 
Design Method (WSDM)4. A comparison of some common web engineering approaches 
is provided by [Koch 2001, Chapter 5]. 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
                                                        
1 See [Koch 2001], [Koch+ 2001] and [Hennicker+ 2000]. 
2 According to [UML 1.4, Chapter 6], the OCL is “ a formal language used to express constraints. 
These typically specify invariant conditions that must hold for the system being modeled”. For 
more details of the OCL, we refer to [UML 1.4, Chapter 6] and [Mandel+ 1999]. 
3 [Conallen 1999] 
4 [Troyer+ 1998]   - 10 - 
•  In the chapter UWE we will give a brief introduction to the UML-based Web 
Engineering and present an example of the modeling process of UWE; the UWE 
metamodel and the constraints of the metamodel will also be given. 
•  In the chapter Analysis of ArgoUML we will discuss the technical framework of 
developing ArgoUWE. The NSUML library will be introduced and ArgoUML will 
be analysed. Some of its design patterns will be revealed. 
•  In the chapter ArgoUWE we will present ArgoUWE from the view of the user. 
There we will see what this tool performs and what it cannot perform. 
•  In the chapter Design & Implementation we will have a look at some aspects 
of design and implementation  of ArgoUWE. There we will see some of the 
extensions made to ArgoUML. 
•  At last but not at least, in the chapter Conclusions and Future Works we will 
see how the results of this thesis can be developed further. UWE 
The web has become a part of our daily life. Surfing, chatting, online 
auction, etc., have become indispensable for many people. There are 
more and more web applications from day to day, and the applications 
are getting larger and larger. However, the modeling of web 
applications is still a young discipline, the established methods and 
languages, especially the UML, do not support web modeling 
sufficiently.  
The UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) approach tries to solve this problem by 
introducing an extension to the UML, using extension mechanisms of the UML itself. In 
this chapter, we will take on the modeling process of UWE, see how it could be used in 
modeling a sample application, and then give the constraints that have to be fulfilled in 
the modeling process. 
What is UWE? 
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a popular, standardized language for 
specifying, visualizing, constructing, and documenting of software systems ([Booch+ 
1998]). It is also the de facto standard in the industry and the most  commonly used 
languague in object-oriented software engineering processes. However, its support  for 
web applications is considered insufficient. There are neither, for instance, any 
“ standard” model elements representing a menu or an index defined, nor elements 
representing navigation paths between different web sites. 
A possible solution is to extend the UML. In fact, the UML is defined as self-extendable, 
that is, extension mechanisms are defined in the UML itself. With its extension 
mechanisms, specific solutions for specific situations, such as real time systems or web 
applications, can be developed. Such extensions are called  Profiles and could be 
standardized by the Object Management Group (OMG)1. 
One of these profiles for modeling web applications is the UML-based Web Engineering 
(UWE) by Koch, Hennicker and Kraus. In UWE, model elements (especially Class) are 
extended (e.g. via stereotyping), new interfaces defined, and an approach towards 
modeling web applications is introduced. 
As pointed out in [Hennicker+ 2000], the main differences between design of normal, 
standalone applications and web applications are: 
•  the heterogeneity of the designer group; 
•  the structure composed of nodes and links; 
•  the need of navigational assistance; 
•  and  the multimedia contents and the presentation of this contents e.g. for 
different browsers. 
                                                        
1 See [OMG Home].   - 12 - 
UWE therefore introduces a modeling approach including three models, each focusing on 
a central aspect of web applications: content, navigation and presentation. We will have a 
look at this in the next section. 
Introduction to UWE 
Overview 
UWE begins at the phase of requirements analysis with use cases. The result of the 
requirements analysis is called use case model in UWE. In this thesis, we will neither 
discuss the process of requirements analysis nor the use case model, but restrict 
ourselves to the process of designing and regard the use case model just as given. 
In the designing process of UWE, a web application should be modeled in the following 
models: Conceptual Model, Navigation Model and Presentation Model. 
•  In the Conceptual Model the classes of objects participating in the system and 
their relationships with each other are modeled. Just as in traditional object-
oriented systems, the modeler does just the  “ ordinary” jobs: finding classes, 
defining inheritance structures, specifying constraints, etc. Model elements used 
in the conceptual model are Conceptual Classes, Packages and Associations. 
Packages and Associations are the same as in a normal UML model. 
ConceptualClass is a subclass of Class  in the UML by adding an attribute: 
isNavigationRelevant, which indicates whether this conceptual class is relevant 
for the Navigation Model. 
•  In the  Navigation Model the navigation structure of the web application is 
modeled. For each navigation relevant conceptual class in the conceptual model 
there is a navigation class added to this model, associations between navigation 
classes are added if their conceptual classes are connected with each other by an 
association in the conceptual model, and additional associations could be added 
to represent navigation paths from one navigation class to another. Furthermore, 
access primitives are added to model the possibilities for the user to navigate in 
the application. 
Two new concepts are introduced here: navigation element is the generic form of 
navigation class and access primitive. Each navigation element represents a node 
in the web navigation.  Presentable  comprises all navigation elements and the 
attributes of all navigation classes. The presentation model must contain for each 
presentable element a presentation class. Associations in the navigation model 
get a new semantics. They represent the direct navigability between navigation 
elements now. 
There are four types of access primitives defined: an index has index items, which 
all point to instances of the same navigation class;  guided tours provide 
sequential access to instances of a navigation class; queries are used to select 
some certain instances of a navigation class; and menus have menu items, which 
can point to instances of different kinds of navigation elements. Access primitives 
connect navigation elements with each other and are necessary to describe the 
navigation structure of the web application completely.   - 13 - 
•  In the Presentation Model the presentation structure of the web application is 
modeled. For each  presentable  element in the navigation model there is a 
presentation class added to the presentation model. Presentation classes could be 
put into  framesets  and  frames, presentation items such as  Texts,  Images, 
Anchors, etc. could be added to the presentation classes. 
In this thesis, however, we will not handle presentation items, nor framesets or 
frames. This is not to be supported by a CASE-tool working at the modeling level. 
The tool will only create the presentation classes and connect  adjacent 
presentation classes with each other via composition. Adjacent are the 
presentation class for  a navigation class and those for its attributes as well as 
those for the access primitives on the navigation path to another navigation class. 
Example 
In the following we will model a sample application using UWE. We consider an Online 
Library system, which is (in slightly modified form) taken from [Koch 2001]. 
In this example, the modeler is interested in the  Publications of a library. Each 
publication is described by a title, a date of publishing, a publisher, a number of authors 
and a series of articles. An author is in turn described by a name, an email address, and a 
picture. An article has a title and an abstract, and provides  in addition  a method 
print(), which can print this article. Finally, an article has one or more keywords that 
might be used, for instance, by a user of the online library system to search for articles. 
Zeroth Step: Requirements Analysis 
The user of this system should get an overview of all the publications in the library and of 
all articles and all authors of a publication. He should be able to visit pages for all the 
authors, whose works are available in the library. Furthermore, he can also search for a 
certain article by title as well as see which articles he as already visited. 
We forego now a detailed use case diagram. The use case model of this system is given in 
[Koch 2001, Figure 6-2].  
First Step: Starting with a Conceptual Model 
In the conceptual model, the modeler describes the relationships between the objects 
participating in the system. He finds classes for publications, publishers, authors, 
articles, and keywords. 
He also decides that keywords and publishers should not go “ online”, and declares the 
corresponding classes as not navigation relevant. The result of his conceptual design is 
shown in Figure 1.   - 14 - 
 
Figure 1 Online Library: Conceptual Model 
The charater “ C” left to the name of a class shows that this is a conceptual class. The 
string “ ->” next to “ C” shows that the class is navigation relevant. Notice that Publisher 
and Keyword do not have this mark. The “ ?” right to the name of a class shows that there 
is still no navigation class designed for the conceptual class. It will disappear as soon as a 
navigation class is created for the conceptual class. 
Second Step: Creating a Navigation Model 
After the conceptual design, it is time to generate the navigation structure of the 
application. To do this, the modeler first creates a navigation class for each navigation 
relevant conceptual class in the conceptual model. The associations between such 
conceptual classes and the names as well as the multiplicities of their association ends are 
transferred into the navigation model. The result of this step is shown in Figure 2. Notice 
that the navigation irrelevant classes Publisher and Keyword do not appear here. The 
character “ N” left to the name of a class indicates that it is a navigation class. 
The operation print() of the class Article is not taken over into this model, either. In 
the navigation model, only the navigation structure is interesting, but not which 
operations a class has. 
All of the associations in the navigation model must be uni-directed. If the modeler needs 
any bi-directional associations to allow navigation between two navigation elements back 
and forth, he could add two  uni-directed associations between them in opposite 
directions. 
In its original form, UWE  also  allows the modeler to add derived attributes to the 
navigation classes2. In this thesis, however, we leave this possibility out  in favor of 
ensuring that a navigation class always has the same attributes as its conceptual class. 
                                                        
2 See e.g. [Koch 2001].   - 15 - 
 
Figure 2 Online Library: Navigation Model Created 
 
Figure 3 Online Library: Additional Associations Added 
Third Step: Adding Additional Associations 
Now the modeler can add some additional associations into the new created navigation 
model. As pointed out above, associations in the navigation model have a different   - 16 - 
semantics than they do in a standard UML model. They represent the direct navigability 
between navigation elements. 
According to the requirements analysis (see p. 13) the modeler adds four associations 
into the navigation model: three from  Library to  Article, one from  Library to 
Author. The result is shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 4 Online Library: Indexes, Queries, Guided Tours Added 
Fourth Step: Adding Access Primitives 
It is now time to add access primitives to the navigation model. Access primitives 
complete the navigation structure by allowing certain predefined kinds of access, such as 
menus, indexes, guided tours and queries. 
The modeler first adds indexes, queries, and guided tours he needs to the navigation 
model. In our example, some  of  such access  primitives are added to the navigation 
model, e.g., the query SearchVisitedArticleByTitle is added between Library 
and Article to allow the user to search for some articles he has visited by title; the 
index NewArticlesByTitle is to list all the new articles in the library ordered by title; 
and the query SearchArticleByTitle allows the user to search for articles by title in 
the whole library and leads to the index ArticleByTitle that lists the articles found 
and leads further to the class Article. 
Our navigation diagram after adding indexes, queries and guided tours is shown in 
Figure 4. The icon   represents an index,   a query and   a guided 
tour.   - 17 - 
If several associations go out from a navigation class, a menu should be added to organize 
them. Menus are represented by the icon  . The number right to the name of a 
menu indicates the number of its menu items. The navigation model after adding menus 
is shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5 Online Library: Menus Added 
Fifth Step: Creating a Presentation Model 
After adding menus to organize the associations in the navigation model, it is time to 
create the presentation model. In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to creating 
presentation classes for each of the navigation elements in the navigation model and 
connecting the adjacent classes with composition. The presentation classes will be put 
into a  presentation diagram, which is just like the  abstract user interface in [Koch 
2001]. Works in the presentation model, such as locating the classes in framesets and 
frames or  modeling the lifecycle of presentation objects, thus corresponding the 
Presentation Structure Model, Presentation Flow Model and Object Lifecycle Model in 
[Koch 2001]  are not done in this thesis, though they are  quite useful modeling 
complicated projects. 
Presentation classes are  not only created for navigation elements, but  also for the 
attributes of the navigation classes. Presentation classes for attributes are connected to 
presentation classes for the “ owner” navigation classes via composition.   - 18 - 
The presentation diagram of the online library system is shown in Figure 6. The icon 
 represents a presentation class. Notice that a presentation class does not need 
attributes or operations any more. 
 
Figure 6 Online Library: Presentation Model 
UWE-Metamodel 
Now we’ll have a look at the metamodel of UWE. 
As shown in Figure 7, ConceptualModel, NavigationModel and PresentationModel are all 
subclasses of the metaclass Model of UML.  ConceptualClass, NavigationClass and 
PresentationClass are all derived from UweClass, which is in turn a subclass of the 
metaclass Class of UML. There are also access primitives defined that will cooperate with 
navigation classes. Apart from navigation classes and access primitives, every attribute of 
every navigation classes also needs a presentation class.  
For these three types of model elements, we define an interface: Presentable. For each 
presentable element there will be a presentation class presenting it in the presentation 
model.  Its subinterface  NavigationElement  comprises  NavigationClass and 
AccessPrimitive.  In the navigation model, the  user  navigation  being modeled  is   - 19 - 
restricted to such between the navigation elements, whilst attributes of the navigation 
classes are regarded as the same navigation node as the navigation class. 
A  menu contains menu items. Each menu item has a caption and a link to another 
navigation element. This is shown in Figure 9. The number of menu items in a menu 
should never be less than 1 and always equal to the number of the associations going out 
from the menu. 
Each navigation relevant conceptual class must have a navigation class, the navigation 
irrelevant ones have no navigation class. 
 
Figure 7 UWE Metamodel (backbone)   - 20 - 
 
Figure 8 UWE Metamodel (Presentable) 
 
Figure 9 UWE Metamodel (Menu) 
   - 21 - 
Constraints 
On the level of the UWE metamodel, there are some constraints that have to be fulfilled. 
In this section we’ll discuss them in detail. The constraints are formulated in the Object 
Constraint Language (OCL). 
First of all, we define some notations3: 
a)  For every Model, we define a set association, whose elements are all of the 
associations in the model. 
context Model def: 
  let association = 
      self.ownedElement -> 
      select(a|a.oclIsKindOf(Association)) 
b)  We also define a set  navigationElement  for all  navigation  elements in a 
navigation model,  as well as a set  presentable  as a generic form of 
navigationElement and all attributes of the navigation classes. 
context NavigationModel def: 
  let navigationElement = 
    self.ownedElement ->  
    select(ne|ne.oclIsKindOf(NavigationElement)) 
 
  let presentable = 
    self.ownedElement -> 
    select(a | a.oclIsKindOf(Attribute) and 
               a.oclAsType(Attribute).owner. 
                  oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass) 
          ) -> 
    union(self.navigationElement) 
c)  For each navigation element, we define two sets: 
context navigationElement def: 
  let in = 
    self.namespace.oclAsType(Model).association-> 
    select(a| (a.oclAsType(Association). 
                connection->at(0).isNavigable  
              implies 
               a.oclAsType(Association). 
                 connection->at(0).type. 
                   oclAsType(NavigationElement) = self 
              ) 
              and  
              (a.oclAsType(Association). 
                 connection->at(1).isNavigable 
                                                        
3 In this thesis the version 1.3 of the UML is used, since the NSUML library, which provides the 
interface between Java and the UML, is based on UML 1.3. However, we decided to use OCL 1.4, 
which is first introduced in [UML 1.4], to formulate the constraints. Although OCL is officially a 
part of the UML, it can be used separately, independently of the UML.   - 22 - 
               implies 
               a.oclAsType(Association). 
                 connection->at(1).type. 
                   oclAsType(NavigationElement) = self 
              )   
          ) 
 
  let out = 
    self.namespace.oclAsType(Model).association-> 
    select(a| (not a.oclAsType(Association). 
                     connection->at(0).isNavigable implies 
                   a.oclAsType(Association). 
                     connection->at(0).type. 
                       oclAsType(NavigationElement) = self 
              ) 
              and  
              (not a.oclAsType(Association). 
                     connection->at(1).isNavigable implies 
                   a.oclAsType(Association). 
                     connection->at(1).type. 
                       oclAsType(NavigationElement) = self 
              ) 
          ) 
The set in comprises all associations leading to the navigation element; out is 
the set of all those coming from the navigation element. 
Herein we take into account the following facts: (a) a navigation element is always 
located in the navigation model and its namespace is therefore always a model 
and (b) exactly one of the both association ends is navigable. See also constraints 
1 and 2. 
The constraints are: 
1.  Every association has only two association ends. 
context Model 
  inv: self.association -> 
       forAll(a | a.oclAsType(Association).connection 
                  ->size()=2) 
For simplicity’s sake we ignore cases where an association has more than two 
association ends. 
2.  There may not be any bi-directed associations in a navigation model. 
 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.association -> 
       forAll(a | a.oclAsType(Association). 
                      connection->at(0).isNavigable <> 
                  a.oclAsType(Association). 
                      connection->at(1).isNavigable 
       ) 
The modeler does not need bi-directed associations indeed. If it should be possible 
for the user to navigate between two navigation elements back and forth, two uni-
directed associations in opposite directions should be used.   - 23 - 
3.  In each navigation model there is one and only one “ start” navigation element that 
has no incoming associations. Furthermore, this navigation element has to be a 
navigation class. 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.navigationElement-> 
         select(e|e.oclAsType(NavigationElement).in-> 
                  size() = 0 
         )->size() = 1 
       and 
       self.navigationElement-> 
         select(e|e.oclAsType(NavigationElement).in-> 
                  size() = 0 
         )-> 
         forAll(n|n.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass)) 
Obviously, every web application must have a start site. We only allow a navigation 
class to act as the starting site, though theoretically  menus are also  possible. 
However, the modeler can always add a navigation class leading to a menu as starting 
point of a web application. 
4.  The number of menu items in a menu equals to the number of associations going 
out from the menu. 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.ownedElement -> 
       select(e | e.oclIsTypeOf(Menu)) ->  
       forAll(m | m.oclAsType(Menu).item->size() =  
                  m.oclAsType(Menu).out->size()) 
In fact, there exists an association for each menu item and vice versa. 
5.  An access primitive has exactly one incoming association. 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.ownedElement -> 
       select(e|e.oclIsKindOf(AccessPrimitive))-> 
       forAll(ap| ap.oclAsType(AccessPrimitive).in->size() 
                  = 1) 
From one navigation class to another, it is “ one-way street” with no crossing. 
6.  Only a menu can have more than one outgoing association. 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.ownedElement -> 
       forAll(c| (not c.oclIsTypeOf(Menu)) implies  
       c.oclAsType(NavigationElement).out->size() <= 1) 
If a navigation class leads to several other navigation elements, a menu should be 
added. 
Queries, guided tours and indexes are access primitives that point to instances of one 
and the same navigation class, it does not make sense for them to lead to several 
navigation elements.   - 24 - 
7.  An access primitive must have at least one outcoming association. 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.ownedElement -> 
       select(e|e.oclIsKindOf(AccessPrimitive))-> 
       forAll(ap|ap.oclAsType(AccessPrimitive). 
                 out->size() >= 1) 
A navigation path does not end at an access primitive, but always at a navigation 
class.  
Together with constraint 6, we have that every query, every index and every guided 
tour has exactly one outcoming association. 
8.  In the navigation model, if the multiplicity of an association end is higher than 1, 
the association end must be located on a navigation class that its association is 
leading to. 
context NavigationModel 
 inv: self.ownedElement -> 
      select(ae | ae.oclIsTypeOf(AssociationEnd))-> 
      forAll(e  | e.oclAsType(AssociationEnd). 
                    multiplicity.range.upper > 1 implies 
                   (e.oclAsType(AssociationEnd). 
                      type.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass) and 
                    e.oclAsType(AssociationEnd).isNavigable 
                   ) 
      ) 
Neither for an association end on an access primitive nor for the starting end of a 
direct navigability does it make sense to have a multiplicity higher than 1. 
9.  In the navigation model, if the multiplicity of an association end is higher than 1, 
the association must be going out from an access primitive. 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.ownedElement -> 
       select(ae | ae.oclIsTypeOf(AssociationEnd) and 
                   ae.oclAsType(AssociationEnd). 
                      multiplicity.range.upper > 1) -> 
       forAll(e | e.oclAsType(AssociationEnd). 
                    association.connection-> 
         forAll(end | end <> e.oclAsType(AssociationEnd) 
                      implies  
                      end.type.oclIsKindOf(AccessPrimitive)  
         ) 
       ) 
According to 8, the association end must be navigable and located on a navigation 
class. If there will be more than one instances of a navigation class in the system, an 
access primitive should be used to organize them.   - 25 - 
10. Only a navigation class can lead to a menu. 
context Menu 
  inv: self.in -> 
  forAll(a | 
          (a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
             at(0).type.oclAsType(Menu) = self 
          implies  
          a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
             at(1).type.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass)) 
        and 
          (a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
             at(1).type.oclAsType(Menu) = self 
          implies  
          a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
             at(0).type.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass)) 
  ) 
Theoretically a menu can have its own submenus. In this thesis, however, we ignore 
such cases. 
11.  An index or a guided tour always leads to a navigation class. 
context Index 
  inv: self.out -> 
  forAll(a|(a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
              at(0).type.oclAsType(Index) = self 
            implies  
            a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
              at(1).type.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass)) 
         and 
           (a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
              at(1).type.oclAsType(Index) = self 
            implies  
            a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
              at(0).type.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass)) 
  ) 
context GuidedTour 
  inv: self.out -> 
  forAll(a|(a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
              at(0).type.oclAsType(GuidedTour) = self 
            implies  
            a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
              at(1).type.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass)) 
         and 
           (a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
              at(1).type.oclAsType(GuidedTour) = self 
            implies  
            a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
              at(0).type.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass)) 
  ) 
It does not make sense for indexes and guided tours to lead to other types of 
navigation element (see also [Koch 2001, Section 6.4.2.1]).   - 26 - 
12. A query neither leads to a menu, nor to another query. 
context Query 
  inv: self.out -> 
  forAll(a|(a.oclAsType(Association).connection 
              ->at(0).type = self 
            implies  
            (not a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
                   at(1).type.oclIsTypeOf(Query) 
             and 
             not a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
                   at(1).type.oclIsTypeOf(Menu) 
            )) 
         and 
           (a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
             at(1).type = self 
           implies  
           (not a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
                at(0).type.oclIsTypeOf(Query) 
            and 
            not a.oclAsType(Association).connection-> 
                at(0).type.oclIsTypeOf(Menu) 
           )) 
  ) 
It does not make sense for queries to lead to menus or queries (see also [Koch 2001, 
Section 6.4.2.1]). 
13. Every navigation relevant conceptual class must have a corresponding navigation 
class. 
context ConceptualModel 
  inv: self.class -> forAll 
       (c | c.isNavigationRelevant implies  
            c.navigationClass -> notEmpty()) 
No navigation relevant conceptual class may be “ forgotten”. 
14. Every navigation class has to be derived from a navigation relevant conceptual 
class. 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.class -> forAll 
       (c | c.conceptualClass -> notEmpty() and 
            c.conceptualClass.isNavigationRelevant 
       ) 
There may not exist any “ ownerless” navigation classes. 
15. Different navigation relevant conceptual classes have different navigation classes 
 
context ConceptualModel 
 inv: self.class -> 
      forAll (con1, con2 | 
        (con1 <> con2 and  
         con1.isNavigationRelevant and 
         con2.isNavigationRelevant   - 27 - 
        ) implies 
        con1.navigationClass <> con2.navigationClass 
      ) 
16. Different navigation classes have different conceptual classes 
 
context NavigationModel 
 inv: self.class -> forAll 
      (nav1, nav2 | 
       nav1 <> nav2 implies 
         nav1.conceptualClass <> nav2.conceptualClass 
      ) 
Together with constraints  13,  14 and  15, this constraint means that the mapping 
between navigation relevant conceptual classes and navigation classes is a bijective 
function. 
17. Every presentable element must have a corresponding presentation class. 
context NavigationModel 
  inv: self.presentable -> 
   forAll(np| np.oclAsType(Presentable). 
              presentationClass->notEmpty()) 
Each presentable element does need a visual presentation for the user. 
18. Different presentable elements have different presentation classes. 
 
context NavigationModel  
  inv: self.presentable -> 
       forAll(np1, np2 | np1 <> np2 implies 
                         np1.oclAsType(Presentable). 
                             presentationClass <> 
                         np2.oclAsType(Presentable). 
                             presentationClass 
       ) 
19. Every presentation class must have a corresponding presentable element. 
context PresentationModel 
  inv: self.class -> 
       forAll(pre| pre.presentable->notEmpty()) 
There may not be any “ ownerless” presentation class. 
20. Different presentation classes have different presentable elements. 
 
context PresentationModel  
  inv: self.class -> 
       forAll(pre1, pre2| pre1 <> pre2 implies 
                          pre1.presentable <> 
                          pre2.presentable 
       ) 
Together with  constraints  17,  18, and  19, this constraint means that the mapping 
between presentable elements and presentation classes is a bijective function. Analysis of ArgoUML 
In  this chapter we will have a look at ArgoUML in some technical 
details. ArgoUML provides a solid technical framework for ArgoUWE 
and ArgoUWE will just use the overall structure of ArgoUML. 
To analyse a software ( application or  library), i t  is important to  recognize its design 
patterns. This could help us solve our problems in implementing ArgoUWE. In this 
chapter, we will reveal some of ArgoUML’s design patterns with UML diagrams. 
First of all, we will have a look at the NSUML library, which provides a J ava-
implementation of the UML. ArgoUML uses NSUML to represent the logical structure of 
the models. ArgoUWE will have to extend the existing NSUML library to represent the 
model elements introduced by UWE. Then we will learn something about the Graph 
Editor Framework (GEF), for this forms the starting point of the graphical user interface 
in ArgoUML and therefore ArgoUWE. 
NSUML 
The NSUML library is a Java implementation of the physical structure of UML. It 
conforms to the UML Specification. v. 1.31. The current version of NSUML is 0.4.20, 
which will also be the last version. UML versions from 1.4 on will be supported by 
NSMDF2.  
UML Physical Metamodel 
To make it easier to implement the abstract syntax of the UML, the UML physical 
metamodel is introduced. It is almost the same as the abstract syntax except for a small 
number of changes that were made to make the implementation easier and align UML 
more closely to XMI3. 
The changes are listed in [UML 1.3]. Some of them enable the cooperation with CORBA 
and MOF4 and are not of further interest for this thesis, the others are: 
                                                        
1 [UML 1.3] 
2 See [NSMDF Overview]. 
3 According to [UML 1.3, page 6-1] “ The OMG XMI standard specifies a structure for interchanging 
models that uses XML. The XMI DTD generated for UML is a physical mechanism for 
interchanging UML models conforming to the UML metamodel.” See also [OMG XMI]. Examples 
of XMI can be found in [Jeckle XMI]. 
4 According to [OMG Press97]  “ the Meta Object Facility (MOF) is a unifying framework for 
describing, representing and manipulating meta-information in distributed environments”. It is 
indispensable when building CORBA-based distributed development environments because “ the 
UML technology is fully integrated with CORBA and the OMG Meta Object Facility”,  “ The 
integration of CORBA, UML and MOF will simplify the specification, sharing, design and 
integration of tools and business applications in distributed heterogeneous environments”. 
However, since we don’t discuss about CORBA in this thesis, we will not go into any details of 
MOF. For furthur interests we refer to [MOF 1.3] and [DSTC MOF],    - 30 - 
•  package names do not contain any spaces, spaces are changed to underscores; 
•  there are no unnamed association ends, association ends without an explicit name 
get the name of the adjoining class with the first character in lower case as their 
own name; 
•  for enumeration data types, enumeration literals are added as attributes of the 
enumeration classes (e.g.  AggregationKind:  COMPOSITE,  AGGREGATE and 
NONE); 
•  an enumeration literal  SORTED i s added to the enumeration data type 
OrderingKind; 
•  an inheritance relationship from Message to ModelElement is added; 
•  the association class  OwnedElement is removed, instead, an attribute 
ownedElement is added to the class ModelElement; 
•  the attribute Visibility is removed from the classes AssociationEnd and 
Feature; 
•  the association between  Component and  ModelElement is removed, 
associations between  Component and  ElementResidence and between 
ElementResident and ModelElement are added, and therefore the association 
class ElementResidence is turned into a class; 
•  the association classes ElementImport between ModelElement and Package 
and  TemplateParameter between  ModelElement and  ModelElement  are 
turned into classes in an analogous way. 
NSUML Metamodel 
The NSUML Metamodel forms  the base for the NSUML Library. It follows the UML 
physical metamodel very closely. Only several minor changes were necessary to enable 
the mapping of the metamodel to the Java language. They are: 
•  in the association between  ModelElement(content) und P artition 
(partition) the association end role partition is renamed to partition1, 
to solve the name conflict with the association between  ModelElement 
(activityGraph) and Partition(partition). 
•  in the association between  ModelElement(constrainingElement) and 
Collaboration(collaboration) the association end role collaboration 
is renamed to collaboration1, to solve the name conflict with the association 
Operation(representedOperation) and  Collaboration 
(collaboration) 
•  in the association  between  ModelElement(availableContents) and 
ClassifierRole(classifierRole) the association end role 
classifierRole is renamed to classifierRole1, to solve the name conflict 
with the association between  Classifier(base) and  ClassifierRole 
(classifierRole)   - 31 - 
•  in the association between  ModelElement(modelElement) and 
ElementImport(elementImport) the association end role elementImport 
is renamed to elementImport2, to solve the name conflict with the association 
between Package(package) and ElementImport(elementImport) 
•  in the association between  ModelElement(argument) and  Binding 
(binding) the multiplicity of the binding end is changed from 0..1 to *, to 
enable ModelElement to be an argument in more than one templates. 
NSUML API 
The NSUML API provides the interface between the NSUML Library and “ the rest of the 
world”. It implements the NSUML Metamodel and thereby the UML physical 
metamodel. 
Object Model 
The NSUML API defines four groups of classes representing the UML data types and 
metaclasses. 
•  Primitives  are UML data types with the stereotype <<primitive>>. For 
primitives there won’t be new classes defined, instead, they are mapped to 
existing Java classes5. 
UML Primitives  Java Classes 
Boolean6  boolean 
Name  String 
Integer  int 
UnlimitedInteger  int 
LocationReference  String 
Geometry  String 
Table 1 Primitives (Source: [NSUML Home]) 
•  Enumerations are UML data types with the stereotype <<enumeration>>. For 
each enumeration data type the NSUML API defines a final class, the constructor 
of w hich is  declared  private. This ensures that for each enumeration literal 
there exists one and only one static final instance, and thus the correctness of 
                                                        
5  We regard the Java data types int and boolean also as classes. 
6 According to [UML 1.3, page 2-77] the data type Boolean is an Enumeration, but in NSUML it is 
treated as a Primitive. In fact, the “ real” classes Integer and Boolean could be used to map 
Primitives instead of the data types int and boolean, respectively. Which paradigm is better is 
rather a theoretical question, which we will not discuss in detail.   - 32 - 
comparisons with the operator = is ensured. In other words, for each enumeration 
literal of each enumeration data type, there exists a Singleton7 instance. 
As all NSUML classes, the enumeration classes have the same name as their UML 
counterparts, prefixed by a capital M. 
UML Enumerations  NSUML Java Classes 
AggregationKind  MAggregationKind 
CallConcurrencyKind  MCallConcurrencyKind 
ChangeableKind  MChangeableKind 
MessageDirectionKind  MMessageDirectionKind 
OperationDirectionKind  MOperationDirectionKind 
OrderingKind  MOrderingKind 
ParameterDirectionKind  MParameterDirectionKind 
PseudostateKind  MPseudostateKind 
ScopeKind  MScopeKind 
VisibilityKind  MVisibilityKind 
Table 2 Enumerations (Source: [NSUML Home]) 
•  Data types do not have stereotypes. Each UML data type is mapped to exactly one 
NSUML Java class. 
As shown in  Table  3,  MExpression is the super class of the eight concrete 
expression classes. 
                                                        
7 [Gamma+ 1995]   - 33 - 
 
UML Data Types  NSUML Java Classes 
ActionExpression  MActionExpression 
ArgListsExpression  MArgListsExpression 
BooleanExpression  MBooleanExpression 
IterationExpression  MIterationExpression 
MappingExpression  MMappingExpression 
ProcedureExpression  MProcedureExpression 
TimeExpression  MTimeExpression 
Expression 
TypeExpression 
MExpression 
MTypeExpression 
Multiplicity  MMultiplicity 
MultiplicityRange  MMultiplicityRange 
Table 3 Data Types 
•  Elements represent the UML elements. The classes are structured in packages, the 
three on the top level are: behavior, foundation, and model_management. 
Elements may have primitives, enumerations or datatypes as attributes. Between 
two elements there may exist associations. 
Different from the data types that, as mentioned above, are mapped to one Java 
class each, a UML element is mapped to an NSUML Java interface and a n  
NSUML Java class implementing the interface. For instance, Class is mapped to 
the interface MClass and the class MClassImpl. This is shown in Figure 12. 
 
UML Metamodel 
Class 
isActive : Boolean 
 
NSUML Implementation 
Figure 12 UML Class in UML and its NSUML Implementation   - 34 - 
This technique makes it possible to implement the multiple inheritance 
relationships in UML using Java. As in many other cases, if you want to create a 
MClassImpl object, you should declare it as an instance of the interface, but not 
of the implementing class. This means: 
MClass cls = new MClassImpl(); // is correct 
MClassImpl cls = new MClassImpl(); // should be avoided 
Access to Meta-Attributes 
Attributes of the elements in the metamodel are called meta-attributes, they are mapped 
to attributes of the Java classes representing these meta-elements. For each meta-
attribute a getter and a setter function are provided. For a meta-attribute attr, its setter 
function is always called “ setAttr”, and the getter function has two possible names: if 
attr is of the type Boolean, then its name must be prefixed by an “ is” and, this name will 
also be used as name of the getter function; if attr is not of the type Boolean, the getter 
function will be called “ getAttr”. This naming principle is widely used; it is actually 
followed by Java Beans8. An example (for ModelElement) is shown in Figure 13. 
 
UML Metamodel 
ModelElement 
name: Name  
isSpecification: Boolean 
visibility: VisibilityKind 
 
 
 
NSUML Implementation 
Figure 13 ModelElement and its Attributes 
Access to Meta-Associations 
The associations on the level of metamodel are called meta-associations. For each meta-
association, each of its association end roles will be mapped to an attribute in the 
opposite element (that is, the element on which the opposite association end role is 
                                                        
8  See [Englander 1997].   - 35 - 
located), this attribute is called reference attribute. Its name is the same as the name of 
the association end role. According to the multiplicity of each association end role, there 
will be different kinds of getter and setter functions created: 
•  If an association end role has the multiplicity 1 or 0..1, it is called reference role. 
A reference role attribute will be handled as a “ normal” attribute, as seen in last 
section. For example: for the association between  Feature(features) and 
Classifier(owner), the class MFeatureImpl will have an attribute owner
9 of 
type MClassifier, and the following functions will be declared in the interface 
MFeature: 
MClassifier getOwner(); 
void setOwner(MClassifier __arg); 
When an association with reference role is added or removed, NSUML 
automatically keeps the model consistent: it updates both sides automatically. For 
instance, in 
MClassifier c = new MClassifierImpl(); 
MFeature    f = new MStructuralFeatureImpl();  
// MFeature is abstract, we take MStructuralFeature, 
// which is a subclass of MFeature. 
c.addFeature(f);  // (1) 
f.setOwner(c);  // (2) 
(2) is not necessary. After (1), f will already have c as its owner. 
•  If an association end role has the multiplicity * and is ordered, it is called list role. 
The reference attribute in the opposite model element will be of the type 
java.util.List. A few access functions more than in case of reference role will 
also be necessary. The interface MClassifier declares:  
List getFeatures(); 
void setFeatures(List __arg); 
void addFeature(MFeature __arg); 
void removeFeature(MFeature __arg); 
void addFeature(int __pos, MFeature __arg); 
void removeFeature(int __pos); 
void setFeature(int __pos, MFeature __arg); 
MFeature getFeature(int __pos); 
Obviously, these functions provide a convenient access to the features. 
•  Finally, if an association end role has the multiplicity * and is not ordered, it is 
called bag role. For this kind of role no java.util.List is necessary, but only a 
Collection. We forego here an example, but it should be clear that compared 
with the case of a list role fewer access functions are necessary, because for a bag 
role it does not make sense to determine the position of an opposite element. 
                                                        
9 Actually, it is called  __owner. However, it is not important how an attribute is called in its 
implementing code since this is capsulated by the object orientation. Much more important are the 
access functions.   - 36 - 
In fact, this technique is not only used in NSUML, translating the UML metamodel, but 
can also be easily applied to translate any UML model into Java or any other object-
oriented programming language. Examples can be found in e.g. [Seemann+ 2000]. 
Event Notification 
To enable applications using NSUML to react to model modifications immediately, an 
event notification machanism is offered. It follows the Java Event Model10, which is in 
turn a case of the Observer pattern11: 
•  The interface  MElementListener is derived from the interface 
java.util.EventListener and defines six functions that the observer (this 
can be any NSUML event-driven program) must implement:  propertySet, 
roleAdded,  roleRemoved,  listRoleItemSet,  removed, and  recovered. 
Which function is invoked by which event is shown in Table 4. 
•  The class  MElementEvent is derived from  java.util.EventObject and 
encapsulates the modification made to the model. 
Function Invoked  Invoking Event 
listRoleItemSet  LIST_ROLE_ITEM_SET 
ATTRIBUTE_SET 
BAG_ROLE_SET 
LIST_ROLE_SET 
propertySet 
REFERENCE_SET 
recovered  ELEMENT_RECOVERED 
removed  ELEMENT_REMOVED 
BAG_ROLE_ADDED  roleAdded 
LIST_ROLE_ADDED 
BAG_ROLE_REMOVED  roleRemoved 
LIST_ROLE_REMOVED 
Table 4 NSUML Events and Observer Functions 
                                                        
10 [Englander 1997] 
11 [Gamma+ 1995]   - 37 - 
When an attribute (including reference attributes) attr of a model element is mutated, 
an event will be generated by one of the following functions: 
•  fireAttrSet, fireBagSet, fireListSet when setAttr  is called; 
•  fireBagAdd, fireListAdd when addAttr is called; 
•  fireBagRemove, fireListRemove when removeAttr mutator is called; 
•  fireListItemSet, when setting a single link of a list role directly. 
This mechanism is complemented by the class MFactoryImpl12. In this class there are 
several Event Policies defined, which affect when the events will be sent to the observers: 
// default event policy 
static int event_policy = EVENT_POLICY_DISABLED; 
// no event notification at all 
public static final int EVENT_POLICY_DISABLED = 0; 
// send event to the observers immediately after generation  
public static final int EVENT_POLICY_IMMEDIATE = 1; 
// gether events, send only when flushEvents() invoked 
public static final int EVENT_POLICY_FLUSH = 2; 
Of course,  MFactoryImpl offers a method setEventPolily(int) to set the event 
policy. 
UUID 
It is sometimes important that each model element has a unique ID. NSUML therefore 
provides functions to set and get a UUID to every object implementing MBase, which is 
the “ oldest” (highest) ancestor of all interfaces defined in NSUML implementing UML 
model elements and therefore implemented by the implementation class of each model 
element. However, NSUML does not guarantee that the ID is unique. The functions void 
setUUID(String) and String getUUID() just set a value to the instance variable 
__uuid or return the value of it, respectively. It is the application using NSUML that 
must make sure that every ID is unique. 
As an example,  ArgoUML achieves this through the class 
uci.uml.util.UUIDManager. The function getNewUUID() returns a unique ID that 
is the combination of the IP address of the local computer and a UID object defined in the 
package java.rmi.server. If the IP address cannot be found, the ID is unique only on 
the local computer but not necessarily worldwide unique. Obviously, this function must 
be synchronized, so that it cannot be called by several threads at the same time. 
For more details of getting  IP address of a computer and the class 
java.rmi.server.UID, we refer to [Farley 1998]. 
                                                        
12 According to the documentation of NSUML, which can be downloaded from [NSUML Home], it 
is the abstract class  MFactory that does this job. However, we cannot find any code in 
MFactory.java that is  involved in the event notification mechanism. It is in fact somehow 
strange that  MFactory does not declare all of the public functions implemented in 
MFactoryImpl.   - 38 - 
Generation 
The NSUML library is generated, that is, only the metamodel has to be defined, and using 
the generator package of NSUML one can easily generate the complete NSUML library. 
An XMI file is used to define the NSUML Metamodel (see section NSUML Metamodel, p. 
30). It uses a very simple document type definition that can be, just like the metamodel 
file itself, freely edited. 
The UML XMI DTD13 is used to generate the classes XMIReader and XMIWriter that 
are responsible for exporting the model to and importing a model from an XMI file.  
Thus, it is quite easy for the user to generate his own library supporting a non-standard 
metamodel based on UML. For any attribute of the model elements and any association 
between them in the metamodel, there must exist a corresponding XML element defined 
in the DTD file, otherwise the attributes or associations would not be stored persistently. 
A nice feature about generating the NSUML library is that it is (though on a limited scale) 
possible to provide new methods to the classes or override some old ones. Though most 
of the methods in the generated Java classes are declared as final, and therefore cannot 
be modified or overridden, this feature can sometimes be very useful. 
For example, NSUML provides some new functions that are not defined in [UML 1.3], 
but are very helpful for the programmer. One of them is the method 
MAssociationEnd.getOppositeEnd(). It returns the opposite association end of a 
certain association end. The new method is declared in the file 
ru.novosoft.uml.foundation.core.MAssocationEnd.user in the package 
resources by adding the following line of code: 
public ru.novosoft.uml.foundation.core.MAssociationEnd  
       getOppositeEnd(); 
This line will be copied into the generated file  MAssociationEnd.java. The 
implementation of the method must be, of course, defined in the file 
MAssociationEndImpl.user and will be copied  into the  generated  file 
MAssociationEndImpl.java. 
Reflective API 
NSUML makes use of the The Java Core Reflection API14 and offers eight functions 
supporting reflective accessing the features (meta-attributes and meta-associations) of a 
model element. They are declared in the interface MBase. The implementing classes 
must override these functions and handle the features they know. If a feature is unknown 
to a model element, it is given to the parent element. And if no model element knows this 
feature, the class MBaseImpl will throw an IllegalArgumentException. This is like 
the Chains of Responsibility pattern15. 
                                                        
13 [UML 1.3, Section 6.3] 
14 [Java 1.3, Reflection]. See also [Krüger 2002, Chapter 43] 
15 [Gamma+ 1995]   - 39 - 
Reflective Method  Valid for Feature 
Object reflectiveGetValue(String)  all 
void reflectiveSetValue(String, Object)  all 
void reflectiveAddValue(String, Object)  bags and lists 
void reflectiveRemoveValue(String, Object)  bags and lists 
Object reflectiveGetValue(String, int)  lists 
void reflectiveSetValue(String, int, Object)  lists 
void reflectiveAddValue(String, int, Object)  lists 
void reflectiveRemoveValue(String, int, Object)  lists 
Table 5 NSUML Reflective Methods (Source: [Skinner 2001]) 
When a reflective mutation (set, add, or remove) function is called, an event will be 
generated as described in the Section Event Notification (p. 36). 
Undo/Redo Support 
NSUML also provides an Undo/Redo support. In this thesis we forego a detailed 
discussion about it and refer to  [Skinner 2001] and  the  NovoSoft UML API 
Programmer's Guide, which can be downloaded from [NSUML Home]. 
GEF 
The Graph Editor Framework (GEF) provides a framework for visual representation and 
modification of graphs. We will now have a look at this framework.  
In GEF, a graph consists of nodes and edges. Edges connect nodes with each other. 
Points on a node for its connections to the external world are called ports. (see Figure 14) 
Since GEF supports user interaction, it follows, just as many other applications and 
libraries with user interaction, the Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm16. Actually, 
GEF provides the view and the control parts of the MVC structure. 
                                                        
16 The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is one of the best-known programming paradigms. It is most 
prominently used in Smalltalk and the Microsoft Foundation Class library (MFC). MVC is also 
“ used consistently throughout the Swing component set” ([Java 1.3, Package Summary 
javax.swing], see also [Sundsted MVC]). An introduction to MVC is provided by [Baray MVC].   - 40 - 
 
Figure 14 Nodes, Edges and Ports 
The View Part of GEF 
The View part of GEF has two pillars: Layer and Fig. Layer represents a plastic sheet on 
which one can draw something, while Fig represents what is drawn on Layer. 
Layer 
A layer acts like a sheet of clear plastic that contains a part of the overall drawing, which 
is represented by all the layers on top of each other. A layer can be shown, hidden, moved 
to the front or to the back, locked or grayed out individually.  
There are different types of layers defined. All concrete layers are declared as subclasses 
of the abstract class  Layer. As shown in  Figure  15, there are four different such 
subclasses, of which only LayerDiagram is important for this thesis. This is the class 
that represents a (connected) graph, while the other three are just “ plastic sheets” for 
other purposes. 
Fig 
Figures are all instances of a subclass of Fig. In Fig there are many useful methods 
defined, e.g. those to draw or move a figure. Some functions must be overridden by the 
subclasses, such as paint(Graphics) that is responsible for drawing the figure. 
Obviously, different types of nodes and edges need different types of figures. We will see 
how this is achieved in the section Layer and Renderer. 
In GEF there are some subclasses of Fig defined. They can be extended by special types 
of Figs representing different types of nodes and edges. Figure 16  shows three of them.   - 41 - 
 
Figure 15 Layers 
 
Figure 16 Selected Subclasses of Fig 
 
Figure 17 LayerDiagram Contains Figs 
The Controller Part of GEF 
The Control part of GEF is implemented in four types of classes: Editor, Mode, Cmd and 
Selection.  Editor receives input events from the GUI,  Mode encapsulates the state   - 42 - 
(actually, states) of  the editor,  Cmd encapsulates commands for it and  Selection 
represents a selected object (node or edge). 
Editor 
Editor is the center of the Controller part. An editor has a Layer Manager with which it 
manages all of the layers it is editing, and a Selection Manager with which it manages the 
selected elements. An Editor also uses a Mode Manager to keep track of all the active 
modes. An editor has always a status, which is represented by modes. 
Editor also receives mouse events and keyboard events from the GUI and dispatches 
them to its layers and modes, so that those can react to them. 
Mode 
Mode is used to keep track of the current state (or the current states) of the Editor. The 
Editor should react differently to events depending on its different states. For instance, if 
the user clicks with the mouse, it could mean  “ add a node” or “ select this node”. To 
represent possible states of the Editor, the abstract class Mode and its subclasses, each 
representing a  concrete  state of the Editor, can be used. They must implement the 
java.awt.event interfaces  KeyListener,  MouseListener and 
MouseMotionListener to react to user inputs directly. This is like the State pattern17. 
However, the State Pattern alone does not suffice. The Editor might be in several modes 
at the same time. Having received an input event, the mode manager must find the mode 
that knows how to handle with it by calling all of the current modes of the editor one after 
another until the event is “ consumed”, that is, until it is worked out. This is like the Chain 
of Responsibility pattern18. 
The cooperation between Editor and its Modes is shown in Figure 18. 
Cmd 
The class Cmd ensapulates commands to the editor. GEF defines more then 40 subclasses 
of Cmd, representing different commands, such as copy (CmdCopy), paste (CmdPaste) or 
adding a node (CmdCreate). Each of these subclasses implements the methods doIt() 
and undo(). This is clearly a case of the Command pattern19. 
Some of the Cmds defined in GEF are shown in Figure 19 
                                                        
17 [Gamma+ 1995] 
18 [Gamma+ 1995] 
19 [Gamma+ 1995]   - 43 - 
 
Figure 18 Editor and Modes20 
 
Figure 19 Selected Cmds 
                                                        
20 We simplified this diagram by merging the event handling functions in the three Java interfaces 
to one simple method: handleEvent().   - 44 - 
 
Figure 20 Selected Selections 
Selection 
A selected Fig might have to act differently than a “ normal”, non-selected one. To make 
this possible, a Selection object21 should be created at the time of selection and put 
into the selection manager of the Editor. 
In ArgoUML, some  Selection objects have  buttons that make the user interaction 
easier. For example, SelectionClass, representing a selected class, has four buttons. 
Clicking on them, the user can add a super class, add a subclass, or add an associated 
class to the selected class. 
Which buttons a selected object should have and which action should be took if the user 
clicks them, this is handled in the corresponding  Selection object of the model 
element. ArgoUML defines a class SelectonWButtons, which is the super class of all 
Selection classes with buttons. 
This is depicted in Figure 20. In Figure 31, the UML class SelectonClass is selected, 
with its four buttons drawn. 
The control part of GEF is summarised up in Figure 21. 
                                                        
21 That is, an object of a subclass of Selection.   - 45 - 
 
Figure 21 The Control Part of GEF 
Ports to the External World 
As discussed above, GEF provides the View part and the Controller part of the MVC 
structure. The underlying Model might be an arbitrary graph, whose nodes and edges can 
in turn be any Java Object. In the package uci.graph, the interface GraphModel is 
defined, through which a layer can get to the underlying Model. For a figure, the method 
Fig.getOwner() is its connection to the element it is representing, and if a figure is 
selected, it makes a Selection object for itself via the method  makeSelection(). 
Finally, a layer needs its Renderers to get the figure for a certain node or edge. All this is 
combined in Diagrams. 
GraphModel 
Each layer representing a graph, that is, each instance of LayerDiagram or one of its 
subclasses, is associated with the interface uci.graph.GraphModel. The graph model 
stores all of the nodes and edges drawn on the layer. 
Important is a subinterface of  GraphModel, the interface  MutableGraphModel. It 
allows not only to store nodes and edges, but also to add or remove some to or from the 
Model respectively. This makes it possible to make changes to the Model.   - 46 - 
Fig and the External World 
A Fig object must know which object (node or edge) it is representing. In the class Fig 
the method getOwner() is therefore defined. This makes a connection between View 
(Fig) and the Model (a node or an edge) possible. 
If a Fig is selected, it might have to do something different than a non-selected Fig 
should do. For example, if the user is dragging his mouse over a selected node, some 
buttons should usually be shown, and only selected figures can be copied and pasted or 
grouped with each other. 
The class Selection and its subclasses are defined for this purpose. When a user is 
selecting a figure, its makeSelection() method will be called, a Selection object 
created and put into the selection manager of the editor. Obviously, different types of Fig 
will need different types of Selection. 
 
Figure 24 Fig and the external World 
ArgoUML provides us with a lot of examples. One is shown in Figure 24. There we see 
that both FigAssociation, a class that represents UML Associations, and FigClass, 
representing UML Classes, like a lot of other subclasses of Fig, have to override the 
Fig.makeSelection() method and create a  SelectionAssociation and a 
SelectionClass object, respectively. 
                                                        
22 We simplified this diagram by merging the event handling functions in the three Java interfaces 
to one simple method: handleEvent().   - 47 - 
Layer and Renderer 
If a layer is not to represent different types of items of the underlying Model (in GEF, 
there are three such Layers: LayerPolar, LayerPageBreaks and LayerGrid), it does 
not need to create any figures. But the layers that have really to represent a graph must 
know how the figures should be created. 
These layers therefore need two factories to “ render” the figures: GraphNodeRenderer 
and  GraphEdgeRenderer, responsible for creating figures for nodes and edges, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 25 Layer and Renderer23 
Diagram 
Layers are often used with different types of GraphModels, different layers usually need 
different Renderers. GEF defines the class Diagram to combine them together. With an 
additional title, we have an abstraction for diagrams. 
A diagram is responsible for the cooperation of Layer, GraphModel, and GraphRenderer: 
it must select a suitable graph model and a suitable graph renderer for the layer. This is 
done in the subclasses of Diagram. Diagram itself is just like an abstract factory24. 
If we take ArgoUML as an example, we may illustrate this in Figure 26 and Figure 27. 
                                                        
23  As mentioned above, there are some Layers that don’t need any Renderer. However, in GEF the 
composition with Renderer is defined in Layer, although “ starting” from LayerDiagram would be 
more logical. 
24 [Gamma+ 1995]   - 48 - 
 
Figure 26 Diagram and GraphModel 
 
Figure 27 Diagram and GraphRenderer2526 
                                                        
25  Here we forego the package informations.   - 49 - 
Furthermore, we have the following constraints to  describe  the relationship between 
different diagrams, graph models and graph renderers: 
context UMLDiagram 
  inv: this.graphModel.oclIsKindOf(MutableGraphModel) 
 
context UMLUseCaseDiagram 
  inv: this.graphModel.oclIsTypeOf(UseCaseDiagramGraphModel) 
 
context UMLClassDiagram 
  inv: this.graphModel.oclIsKindOf(ClassDiagramGraphModel) 
and:  
context UMLUseCaseDiagram 
  inv: this.layer.renderer.oclIsTypeOf(UseCaseDiagramRenderer) 
 
context UMLClassDiagram 
  inv: this.layer.renderer.oclIsKindOf(ClassDiagramRenderer) 
GEF in ArgoUML 
Now we’ll have a look at how ArgoUML makes use of GEF. 
 
Figure 28 Project and Diagram 
                                                                                                                                                                      
26 To simplify the diagram, we introduced here the fictive abstract class  GraphRenderer. It 
should be seen as an implementation of the interfaces  GraphNodeRenderer and 
GraphEdgeRenderer.   - 50 - 
As mentioned above, in ArgoUML there are different types of Diagram defined. It is a 
Project object that manages diagrams. Each project contains exactly one UML Model27. 
UML model elements are handled by different subclasses of Diagram by delegation. As 
seen above, this is actually done by the layer, its graph renderer, and the graph model of 
the diagram. 
Project 
A project manages some diagrams representing one model (see above). In a project, all 
diagrams and the underlying model are called  Project Member. The abstract class 
ProjectMember is introduced and represents such a member. The subclasses of 
ProjectMember,  ProjectMemberDiagram and  ProjectMemberModel, implement 
the two types of concrete project members. 
 
Figure 29 Project and Project Members 
In the class Project, some useful methods are defined to manage projects. The name of 
the author of the project can be stored, a description of the project can be added. 
Methods to load or save a project are also defined here. 
When ArgoUML is to load a project, it first creates a new Project object p, then calls 
the function p.load(), which can be described in pseudo code as follows: 
void load(){ 
  for each ProjectMember pm { 
    pm.load(); 
                                                        
27 Theoretically it is also possible to have several models in a project. But the version 0.81 of 
ArgoUML, on which the thesis is based, does not support this quite correctly.   - 51 - 
  } 
  this.postLoad(); 
} 
The method  Project.postLoad() is intended to,  if necessary,  do something after 
loading the project members to  accomplish the loading process. It can be useful for 
potential subclasses of Project, though in ArgoUML this is not really necessary. For 
instance, if there existed any relationship between different diagrams and a diagram 
contained references to other, associated, diagrams, then dereferencing cannot be done 
as long as the diagrams (project members) are being loaded, since some diagrams might 
still not exist. Instead, dereferencing becomes possible first when all diagrams are loaded. 
This is clearly a case of the Template Algorithm pattern28. 
The saving process is analogous, but a save() function is not defined in the Project 
class. The object (of a subclass of  javax.swing.AbstractAction) triggering the 
saving process simply saves all project members of the current project itself and calls 
then the method Project.postSave() to finish it. However, we don't consider this the 
best programming practice and suggest that the Refactoring29 of Move Method be done. 
Events Handling 
When a model element is modified, for instance, when its name is changed or the element 
is deleted by the user, the figure representing it must show this modification 
immediately. In order to achieve this, ArgoUML makes use of the event handling 
mechanism of NSUML (see Section Event Notification, p. 36). 
In ArgoUML, the classes of figures representing UML model elements are either derived 
from  FigNodeModelElement or  FigEdgeModelElement, both of which have to 
implement the interface MEventListener of NSUML.  
When a model element is modified and the Event Policy of MFactoryImpl is not set as 
MFacforyImpl.EVENT_POLICY_DISABLED, an  MElementEvent object will be 
created and the corresponding event handling function, which is defined in 
FigNodeModelElement or  FigEdgeModelElement and can be overridden by their 
subclasses, will be called. 
Thus, we can refine Figure 24 to Figure 30. 
                                                        
28 [Gamma+ 1995] 
29 According to [Fowler 1999] “ Refactoring is the process of changing a software system in such a 
way that it does not alter the external behavior of the code yet improves its internal structure. It is 
a disciplined way to clean up code that minimizes the chances of introducing bugs”. Refactoring is, 
though sometimes “ risky” (Erich Gamma, [Fowler 1999, Foreword]), but essential to improving the 
design of code that is already written. For details of Refactoring we refer to [Fowler 1999], a more 
up-to-dated refactoring catalog is provided by [Refactoring Home].   - 52 - 
 
Figure 30 Figs in ArgoUMLArgoUWE 
Before starting with concrete design or implementation, the user 
requirements must first be clarified. In this chapter we will see what 
ArgoUWE does and what it does not do. 
ArgoUWE is an extension of ArgoUML. The functionalities of ArgoUWE are also based 
on those of ArgoUML. After the technical details of ArgoUML in the last chapter we will 
now have a look at its user interface. 
ArgoUML: User View 
ArgoUML is a pure Java open source project. It is platform indepentent and runs on 
every platform with Java 1.2. ArgoUML is an easy-to-use, yet powerful CASE-tool for 
modeling web applications. Some of ArgoUML’s features are: ([Argo Home]) 
•  ArgoUML provides an intuitive graphical user interface; 
•  ArgoUML supports the standard XMI; 
•  ArgoUML is the first UML-tool that provides full OCL syntax and type checking; 
•  ArgoUML provides multiple, overlapping diagrams, each showing a part of the 
overall project; 
•  Model informations for static structure and use case diagrams can be saved in a 
database; 
•  Design can be represented in several ways: graphic, text or diagram; 
•  Code generation (for Java) is partially implemented; 
•  There are several diagram export formats supported. 
Apart from this, the most important feature of ArgoUML that makes it really unique is 
that ArgoUML is a cognitive tool and supports design analysis for the user’s project. 
The cognitive support is implemented in its own thread, and runs continuously in the 
background, analysing the design while the user is working. To each of the critiques that 
the cognitive support issues to the user design, ArgoUML provides a list of to do items 
advising the user how to resolve the critique. According to [Argo Home],  “ These 
suggestions range from indications of syntax errors, to reminders to return to parts of the 
design that need finishing, to style guidelines, to the advice of expert designers”. They can 
be grouped by priority: High, Medium, or Low. Furthermore, the user can himself add 
some to do items to the project, as if he were sticking a piece of paper on his monitor. 
For some critiques, ArgoUML also provides wizards that lead the user to resolve them. In 
Figure  31, we see in the right-upper pane the critiques ArgoUML  issues  to the class 
Selection and in the right-bottom pane the wizard leading the user to give the project 
another name.   - 54 - 
 
Figure 31 ArgoUML: Critiques, To Do Items and Wizard 
ArgoUML has also some drawbacks, such as: 
•  Not all of UML diagrams are supported, some important diagrams, such as 
Activity Diagram, Sequence Diagram, etc. cannot be created; 
•  No support for standard symbols in the UML diagrams like “ +” for public, “ -” 
for private, etc. 
What ArgoUWE Does 
ArgoUWE uses the same user interface as ArgoUML, which provides sufficient 
functionalities for the user interaction. Important for ArgoUWE is, apart from graphical 
representation for its special model elements that are not defined by standard UML, that 
it should automate the process of modeling with UWE. 
In the section Introduction to UWE (p. 12) the modeling process has been introduced. In 
the section Example (p. 13) we have seen the six steps of the modeling process. It is   - 55 - 
important to lay down what should be done automatically and what the user must do 
himself. 
Automate the modeling process 
The six steps of the modeling process of UWE are: (see section Example, p. 13) 
•  Zeroth Step: Requirements Analysis. Obviously, this cannot be done 
automatically by a CASE tool.  
•  First Step: Starting with a Conceptual Model. The user must find classes, define 
the  inheritance structures and specify constraints himself. ArgoUWE offers a 
graphical interface. It is important that the user marks each conceptual class as 
“ navigation relevant” or “ navigation irrelevant”. ArgoUML will display these two 
kinds of conceptual classes differently. 
•  Second Step: Creating a Navigation Model. In this step, ArgoUWE should add for 
each navigation relevant conceptual class a navigation class (see constraint 13) as 
well as a new association for each association between two  such conceptual 
classes to the navigation model automatically. 
ArgoUWE provides a dialog box for every navigation diagram, which represents a 
navigation model, to select a conceptual diagram representating a conceptual 
model to copy from. A screen shot is shown inFigure 32. 
 
Figure 32 Dialog: Copy from Conceptual Diagram 
In the navigation model, the navigation paths between the navigation elements 
are modeled, the generalization relationships between them are not important. 
ArgoUWE  therefore  will  not  transfer  any generalization  from the  conceptual 
model to the navigation model. Needless to say, all attributes of the parent 
conceptual class1 will be copied to the navigation class of the child conceptual 
class2. 
If the parent class A in a generalization relationship is associated with another 
class B, then C, the child class of A, is also associated with B via inheritance. For 
each association  between such an  A und such a  B, ArgoUML can add a 
corresponding association between C und B if the user sets the check box “ asso. 
                                                        
1 To be precise, in the UML the parent and the child in a generalization relationship are both of 
type Classifier. However, ArgoUML and thus ArgoUWE does not allow the user to add a classifier 
into a class diagram, because Classifier is declared as abstract in UML. 
2 Operations are not important in the navigation model. See p. 14.   - 56 - 
inheritance” as selected; otherwise this kind of associations will not be handled 
automatically and the user must add corresponding associations himself.  
An example is given in Figure 33. ArgoUML does not change the names of the 
associations created for the child class. The user must do this himself. 
 
Conceptual Model 
 
Navigation Model if “asso. Inheritance” is Selected 
 
Navigation Model if “asso. Inheritance” is not Selected 
Figure 33 Example: Association Inheritance   - 57 - 
•  Third Step: Adding Additional Associations. Only the user can determine where 
additional direct accesses are necessary. ArgoUML watches the associations 
added by the user and ensures that all of them are uni-directed. (See constraint 
2). 
•  Fourth Step: Adding Access Primitives. In this step, ArgoUWE can help the user 
add an access primitive at all the places where an access primitive is necessary 
(see constraints 6 and 9). In fact, ArgoUML can find out all associations, whose 
navigable end has a multiplicity higher than 1, and add an access primitive into it; 
as well as find out all navigation elements that have more than one out going 
association, and add a menu correspondingly. 
ArgoUWE prevents the user from adding a menu at a wrong place (see constraints 
6 and 10) by providing a menu item in the pop up menu only when the user clicks 
with the right mouse button on a navigation class that has several outcoming 
associations. 
•  Fifth Step: Creating a Presentation Model. In this step, ArgoUWE should add for 
each presentable element a presentation class (see constraint 17). The adjacent 
presentation classes will be connected via composition. The user just needs to 
select a navigation diagram representing the navigation model to copy from. A 
dialog box like in the second step is offered. 
Consistency Checking 
For a CASE tool it is important to find out if the models of a user project are consistent. If 
it finds any metamodel constraint violated, it must raise an error message and warn the 
user. 
For a CASE tool, there are two ways to keep a project consistent: it supervises each action 
of the user and forbids every one that would violate any constraint; or it allows every 
action but offers a function to check if the project is still consistent. A detailed discussion 
about which is the better way would be beyond the scope of this thesis. We decided for a 
mixed way: ArgoUWE ensures that some of the constraints are always satisfied by not 
allowing the user to make any “ nonsense”, for example, in ArgoUWE, it is not possible for 
the user to add a menu after an access primitve (see constraint 10). 
However, there are also constraints that  “ need” to be violated during the modeling 
process. For instance, in ArgoUML (and therefore ArgoUWE), if the user is to change the 
direction of a uni-directed association, he must first make this association bi-directed 
and violate at this time constraint 2, and then set the new direction. Thus we allow in 
ArgoUWE to set an association bi-directed, but warns the user, if he forgets to set it uni-
directd again, at consistency checking that the model is not consistent. 
Figure  34 shows the error message when ArgoUWE has found a bi-directional 
association in the navigation model.   - 58 - 
 
Figure 34 Consistency Checking 
Export to Standard XMI 
As will be seen in the next chapter, we have extended the standard UML metamodel to 
implement ArgoUWE. The new metamodal can, of course, not be understood by other 
UML tools. ArgoUWE therefore needs a function to export the user models to standard 
XMI using standard extending mechanisms of the UML to enable cooperation with other 
UML applications. 
In implementing this functionality, we decided to use tagged values as our extension 
mechanism. Stereotype would also do it, but using stereotypes is a little bit more 
complicated than using tagged values. 
The mapping rules of UWE-specific meta-classes and their tagged values in the standard 
UML are given in Appendix. 
What ArgoUWE Does Not Do 
Not only to determine what a product should do, but also what it does not need to do or 
what  will not  be  implemented  even  in the next release belongs to the requirements 
analysis. 
ArgoUWE is a modeling tool. At the time of modeling it is usually not possible to tell how 
many instances of a certain class there will be at run time, so we do not implement 
IndexItem. Nor can the modeler tell how many steps there will be in a guided tour, thus 
we decided not to implement any detail of GuidedTour.   - 59 - 
In the modeling process, it cannot always be decided how a presentation class should 
look or how an attribute of a navigation class should be represented, nor is it  always 
advisable to tell which class should be presented in which frame. Thus we decided not to 
support the Presentation Structure Model, the Presentation Flow Model and the Object 
Lifecycle Model in terms of [Koch 2001]. 
The mapping between presentable elements and presentation classes could for reasons of 
time not be implemented. The physical metamodel we have implemented is shown in 
Figure 35, which is easier to implement than Figure 8. 
 
Figure 35 Physical Metamodel. 
Our limited time also prevented us from implementing some nice technical features, such 
as: 
•  Integrating the Consistency Checking into the Critiques mechanisms of 
ArgoUML. Instead, our consistency checking neither executes in its own thread 
nor runs continuously in the background. It must be started by the user explicitly. 
•  Allowing to edit the attribute ConceptualClass.isNavigationRelevant in 
ArgoUML’s Property Pane. In ArgoUWE, this attribute can be edited by a mouse 
click in the  Editor Pane, though this is sufficient for the modeling, it is not 
unimportant to standardize the editing of properties. 
•  Importing models from standard XMI. We offer a function to export a UWE 
model to standard XMI, but no  procedure  to import a standard XMI file, 
converting classes with corresponding tagged values to UWE elements. Design & 
Implementation 
In this chapter we will have a look at some details of the design and 
the implementation of ArgoUWE. The discussion here is based on the 
chapter Analysis of ArgoUML. 
As seen in the last chapter, the GEF, on which ArgoUML is based, is made very flexible 
for extensions. That’s why for ArgoUWE we do not need to change much of the source 
code of ArgoUML, but only have to define some subclasses of parts of GEF. However, 
even in the phase of implementation, there are still several important, conceptual 
decisions to make. We will first have a look at the concepts, and then discuss some of the 
extensions made to ArgoUML. 
Conceptual Decisions 
Stereotyping or Subclassing 
In the standard UML, there are two extension mechanisms defined:  stereotype and 
tagged value. All of the UWE extensions to the standard UML could be defined using one 
of them. In fact, in their original form they are defined using stereotypes1. 
However, neither stereotype nor tagged value is very practical for the implementation. 
Both of them define an aggregate in a “ has-one” relation. The “ real”, logical type of an 
object is therefore unknown to the compiler as well as to the run time system. Instead, it’s 
the programmer’s job to detect the logical type of an object at run time. Some of the nice 
features of object orientation, such as encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, get lost. 
If the programmer needed a function foo that handles menus and indexes differently, he 
would have to do something like this: 
public void foo(MClass cls){ 
  // find the value of the tagged value named "apType" 
  // this method is defined in NSUML 
  String tvValue = cls.getTaggedValue("apType"); 
  if (tvValue.equals("menu")) { 
     // do something for menus 
  } 
  else if (tvValue.equals("index")) { 
     // do something for indexes 
  } 
  else; // exception-handling; 
} 
Obviously, this is not object-oriented at all. Besides, this kind of code is very error-prone. 
In implementing ArgoUWE, we decided thus for another, object-oriented, extension 
mechanism: subclassing, though it is not directly supported by the UML. As pointed out 
                                                        
1 See e.g. [Koch+ 2001].   - 62 - 
in the section  Generation (p.38), it’s quite easy to define some new classes for the 
generated library. We need to add the following lines into the file defining the metamodel 
of the UML2: 
<element name="AccessPrimitive" abstract="true"> 
  <superclass type="Class" /> 
</element> 
<element name="Index" abstract="false"> 
  <superclass type="AccessPrimitive" /> 
</element> 
<element name="Menu" abstract="false"> 
  <superclass type="AccessPrimitive" /> 
</element> 
The following interfaces and classes will be generated3: 
•  for AccessPrimitive: the  interface MAccessPrimitive and the c lass 
MAccessPrimitiveImpl 
•  for Index: the interface MIndex and the class MIndexImpl, both derived from 
MAccessPrimitive 
•  for Menu: the interface  MMenu and the class  MMenuImpl, both derived from 
MAccessPrimitive 
Now the function above can be rewritten as: 
public void foo(MMenu mnu){ 
  // do something for menus 
} 
 
public void foo(MIndex idx){ 
  // do something for indexes 
} 
In this way programming is a lot easier. However, extending UML using subclassing has, 
of course, also a drawback: it is not supported by the standard UML. In other words, the 
XMI file describing a UWE model could not be unserstood by other applications using 
standard UML. 
Using ArgoUWE, the user can export his model using standard UML elements with 
UWE-specific tagged values. This makes cooperation with other applications possible, as 
long as they understand the tagged values of UWE. 
Model or Diagram 
In its original form the UWE modeling process is structured in three models: the 
conceptual model, the navigation model and the presentation model. In the UML, it is 
                                                        
2 The default file name is metamodel.xml. The file can be renamed, only the make file must be 
modified correspondingly. 
3 The UML XMI DTD must be modified, too. For simplicity’s sake, we forego a discussion about it 
in detail.   - 63 - 
model that contains modeling elements. Therefore, the modeler would like to have 
several, at least three, models in each ArgoUWE project. 
Unfortunately, the version 0.8.1a of ArgoUML on which ArgoUWE is based, does not 
support more than one model in one project, though it is intended to do so. We therefore 
need a surrogate for models, that is, something in which the model elements as classes or 
associations could be located. 
The diagrams are one possibility. As shown in section Diagram (p. 47), a diagram always 
has a graph model, in which the elements to draw on the diagram are stored. Since GEF 
does not make any assumption about which nodes and edges are  “ legal”, the graph 
models expect their nodes and edges only to be of type Object, which is the super class 
of all types of objects in Java. 
That is to say, model elements of the UML such as classes and associations can be added 
into the diagrams. Though they are all in one UML model, to the user (the modeler), 
since they appear in different diagrams, it seems that they were in different models.  
Extending ArgoUML 
ArgoUWE is an extension of ArgoUML. In this section we will see some of the extensions 
in detail. 
Diagram 
In ArgoUWE, we not only need to define some new, UWE-specific diagrams. Since our 
diagrams act as models (see above), we also have to implement the trace relationship 
between the conceptual model and the navigation model as well as between the 
navigation model and the presentation model in our diagrams. 
New Diagrams 
As already seen in  Figure  28, there are five different types of diagrams defined in 
ArgoUML. It is obvious that in ArgoUWE new types are necessary. Since in the modeling 
process of UWE classes and their relationships are modeled, all these new diagrams 
should be subclasses of UMLClassDiagram.  
Some functions are important for all new diagrams. For example, in order to find the 
association leading to a model element (in ArgoUWE: class or access primitive), one 
must know in which diagram the model element is located, because all the elements are 
in one and the same UML model. If two classes are connected by an association in one 
diagram, they might be not connected in another one, though there does exist an 
association connecting them in the model. This kind of functions where the diagram in 
which the model element is located is an important parameter should better be located in 
the diagram itself. That’s why the class  UWEDiagram is introduced and 
ConceptualDiagram,  NavigationDiagram and  PresentationDiagram are all 
derived from it. 
The new diagrams do not need a new layer. The default layer of UMLClassDiagram is of 
type  LayerPerspectiveMutable, which allows for adding and removing model 
elements, and thus is sufficient for the UWE diagrams.   - 64 - 
New graph models, however, are necessary. As shown in section GraphModel (p. 45), the 
graph model is the port to the model. When the user (the modeler) adds an element into 
the diagram, it is the graph model that checks if the element is legal. 
Also necessary are new graph renderers. Each layer needs two renderers: one for nodes, 
the other for edges (see  p.40). For new types of model elements such as conceptual 
classes, navigation classes, presentation classes or  access primitives, new figures are 
necessary to represent them. Details of new figures are described  below.  New graph 
renderers  responsible for creating these figures  must be created and put into the 
corresponding diagram. 
The new graph models and graph renderers introduced by ArgoUWE are shown in Figure 
36. 
 
Figure 36 Graph Models and Graph Renderers in ArgoUWE 
All five subclasses of UMLDiagram do override the function setNamespace() of their 
super class. It is in this function where suitable graph models and graph renderers are set 
to the owner diagram. The new UWEDiagrams must also override this function. 
In UweDiagram there is also a method isConsistent(), which returns a boolean 
value, indicating whether a diagram is in a consistent, i.e., UWE compliant, state. The 
default return value is  true.  ConceptualDiagram,  NavigationDiagram and 
PresentationDiagram must override this method to do their specific consistency 
checking.   - 65 - 
 
Figure 37 Diagrams in ArgoUWE 
Putting all this together, we have Figure 37 and the following constraints describing the 
relationships between different diagrams and their graph models and graph renderers: 
context ConceptualDiagram 
  inv:self.layer.renderer.oclIsTypeOf(ConceptualDiagramRenderer) 
      and 
      self.graphModel.oclIsTypeOf(ConceptualDiagramGraphModel) 
context NavigationDiagram 
  inv:self.layer.renderer.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationDiagramRenderer) 
      and 
      self.graphModel.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationDiagramGraphModel) 
context PresentationDiagram 
  inv:self.layer.renderer.oclIsTypeOf(PresentationDiagramRenderer) 
      and 
      self.graphModel.oclIsTypeOf(PresentationDiagramGraphModel)   - 66 - 
Trace between Diagrams 
In UWE there exist trace relationships between the conceptual model and the navigation 
model as well as between the navigation model and the presentation model. In order to 
make it easier for the user to realize the trace relationships, ArgoUML offers the 
functions  copyFromConceptualDiagram and  copyFromNavigationDiagram for 
navigation diagrams and presentation diagrams, respectively. 
The function NavigationDiagram.copyFromConceptualDiagram can be described 
with pseudo code as follows: 
void copyFromConceptualDiagram(ConceptualDiagram cd){ 
  copyConceptualClasses(cd); 
  copyAssociations(cd); 
} 
The function copyConceptualClasses creates for each navigation relevant conceptual 
class a navigation class and puts it into the navigation model: 
void copyConceptualClasses(ConceptualDiagram cd){ 
  for each ConceptualClass c in cd { 
    if (c.isNavigationRelevant) { 
      NavigationClass n = new NavigationClass(); 
      c.setNavigationClass(n); // (*) 
      copyClass(c,n) 
      this.addNode(n); 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
//(*): Thanks to NSUML no need any more to 
//     setConceptualClass for n explicitly. 
The function copyClass copies the name, the attributes and the operations of a class to 
another.  
The function  copyAssociations  creates for each association in the conceptual 
diagram whose both ends are located on navigation relevant conceptual classes an 
association between the corresponding navigation classes: 
void copyAssociations(ConceptualDiagram cd){ 
  for each Association a in cd { 
    ConceptualClass c0=(ConceptualClass)a.connection(0).getType(); 
    ConceptualClass c1=(ConceptualClass)a.connection(1).getType(); 
    if (!(c0.isNavigationRelevant)) continue; 
    if (!(c1.isNavigationRelevant)) continue; 
    NavigationClass n0 = c0.getNavigationClass(); 
    NavigationClass n1 = c1.getNavigationClass(); 
    if (this.contains(n0) && this.contains(n1)) { 
      Association newAss = new Association(); 
      newAss.connection(0).setType(n0); 
      newAss.connection(1).setType(n1); 
      this.addEdge(newAss); 
    } 
  } 
}   - 67 - 
The function  PresentationDiagram.copyFromNavigationDiagram follows an 
analogous algorithm. 
Fig 
New types of figures are necessary for new types of model elements: ConceptualClass, 
NavigationClass, PresentationClass, Menu, Index, Query and GuidedTour. 
As an example we will now have a look at FigConceptualClass, which represents a 
conceptual class, and  FigNavigationClass, which represents a navigation class. 
Analogous to ConceptualClass, NavigationClass and Class, FigConceptualClass and 
FigNavigationClass are both subclasses of FigClass, though not directly, but via an 
“ interstation”: FigUweClass is subclassed directly from FigClass und overrides the 
method paint() of it. Both FigConceptualClass and FigNavigationClass are 
subclasses of FigUweClass.  
We have to override the method getPopUpActions() that is responsible for returning 
a popup menu when the user has clicked with the right button of the mouse on a node. 
In the popup menu created by FigNavigationClass, a menu item “ Add Menu” is added, 
clicking which will allow the user to add a menu organizing all outcoming associations 
from the navigation class.  If the class does not have more than one outcoming 
association, this menu item will be disabled.  The algorithm of 
FigNavigationClass.getPopUpActions() can be described as: 
Vector getPopUpActions() { 
  Vector popups = super.getPopupActions(); 
  JMenuItem m = new JMenuItem("Add Menu"); // of javax.swing 
  m.addActionListener(); 
  m.setEnabled(((NavigationClass)getOwner()).out.size()>1); 
  popups.add(m); 
  return popups; 
} 
ArgoUWE also introduces a new Fig class for figures of associations in the navigation 
model, FigNavAssociation. It also overrides the method getPopUpActions() and 
adds a menu item which allows the user to add access primitives. 
Furthermore,  a conceptual class should always have the same name as its navigation 
class and presentation class. It is important for ArgoUWE to inform the navigation class 
and the presentation class if the user has changed the name of their conceptual class. 
Therefore we have to override the method FigClass.textEdited(). 
Figure 38 summarizes this up, where as the following OCL constraints have to hold: 
context FigClass 
  inv: self.owner.oclIsKindOf(Class) 
context FigConceptualClass 
  inv: self.owner.oclIsTypeOf(ConceptualClass) 
context FigNavigationClass 
  inv: self.owner.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationClass) 
context FigNavAssociation   - 68 - 
  inv: self.owner.oclAsType(Association). 
         namespace.oclIsTypeOf(NavigationModel) 
 
Figure 38 FigConceptualClass 
Selection 
New Selections are also necessary to represent selected UWE-specific model elements. 
As mentioned in the section “ Introduction to UWE” (p. 12), generalizations do not make 
much sense in the navigation model. Therefore, two of the four buttons of a selected 
Class ( see p.  44) should be  leaved out, in order not to allow the user to add any 
generalization . To achieve this, the class SelectionNavigationClass must override 
the functions  paintButtons(),  hitAbove() and  hitBelow()  of its ancestor  as 
following: 
// This function is responsible for drawing the buttons. 
void paintButtons(Graphics g){ 
  paintButtonLeft(g); 
  paintButtonRight(g); 
  // do not paintButtonAbove(), nor paintButtonBelow(). 
} 
 
// This function returns true if the user has hit the button 
// above, which means a super class should be added   - 69 - 
void hitAbove(int x, int y, int w, int h, Rectangle r) { 
  return false; // hit above left out in the navigation model 
} 
 
// This function returns true if the user has hit the button 
// below, which means a sub class should be added 
void hitBelow(int x, int y, int w, int h, Rectangle r) { 
  return false; // hit below left out in the navigation model 
} 
The class diagram of Selction, SelectionClass and SelectionNavigationClass is given in 
Figure 39, whereas we forego the parameters of the operations in order to simplify the 
digram. 
 
Figure 39 Selection, SelectionClass and SelectionNavigationClass Conclusions and Future 
Works 
In this thesis, we have given a precise metamodel of UWE, including constraints that 
must be satisfied. The metamodel and its constraints can be regarded as a starting point 
for implementing CASE tools supporting UWE and to formal discussions about UWE. 
Based on the metamodel and the constraints, we have introduced means to support the 
UWE modeling process by implementing a CASE tool for UWE. 
With the implementation of ArgoUWE we have shown that several steps of the UWE 
modeling process can be achieved automatically. 
The open source project ArgoUML formed the starting point for our implementation, the 
availability of its source code making our extension possible. Just as many other open 
source projects, the documentation of ArgoUML is sparse and most of it not up-to-date. 
The analysis we made in the chapter Analysis of ArgoUML will hopefully be useful for 
other programmers. 
Future work  is possible in several  areas:  first of all, the incompleteness of the 
implemented metamodel should  be cleared  (see p.  59)  and the metamodel shown in 
Figure 8 implemented. 
Programming technically, ArgoUWE should be refined, especially consistency checking 
should be integrated into the Critique mechanism of ArgoUML (see p. 58). 
The final output of a CASE tool should not be limited to diagrams, it should always be 
able to produce program code. ArgoUML supports automatic generation of Java code on 
a small scale. ArgoUWE should be improved to allow the generation of e.g. Java Servlet 
code. Furthermore,  not only the code is important for web applications, but also the 
HTML pages. A functionality of ArgoUWE to generate HTML pages or templates would 
be very interesting. 
Reverse engineering is at least as interesting as code generation. ArgoUML does not 
support any reverse engineering, which is often seen as a drawback compared with its 
rivals, particularly the commercial ones. For ArgoUWE, reverse engineering can be 
regarded as a second step after code generation is realized. 
We followed in this thesis the modeling process of UWE in its current form. However, 
some conceptual extensions to UWE are possible: 
•  Database support could be added by introducing elements modeling databases, 
queries, and result sets. 
•  Session management could be supported by introducing elements modeling the 
session management techniques such as cookies etc. 
•  Not only HTML but also other web technologies such as XML could be supported 
in the presentation model. 
Finally, for implementation’s sake, it might seem advisable to introduce two subclasses of 
the UML class  Association:  ConceptualAssociation for associations in the 
conceptual model and  NavigationAssociation for associations in the navigation 
model. These two classes should be associated with each other, both association ends   - 72 - 
having the multiplicity of  1. This would make it much easier to realize the trace 
relationship between these two models. 
This is shown in Figure 40. 
 
Figure 40 ConceptualAssociation and NavigationAssociation Appendix 
Mapping UWE-Specific Meta-
classes to Standard UML 
Tagged Value  UWE Meta-
class 
Mappe
d To 
Name  Value 
uweclasstype  conceptualClass  ConceptualClass  Class 
navigationclass  0 if no navigation class; 
otherweise UUID of the 
navigation class 
uweclasstype  navigationClass 
conceptualclass  0 if no conceptual class; 
otherweise UUID of the 
conceptual class 
NavigationClass  Class 
presentationclass  0  if no presentation 
class; otherweise UUID 
of the presentation class 
uweclasstype  presentationClass  PresentationClass  Class 
navigationclass  0 if no navigation class; 
otherweise UUID of the 
navigation class 
accessprimitivetype  type of the 
AccessPrimitive 
AccessPrimitive  Class 
presentationclass  0  if no presentation 
class; otherweise UUID 
of the presentation class 
ismenuitem  true 
caption  caption of the menu item 
navigationelement  0  if no navigation 
element; otherweise 
UUID of the navigation 
element 
MenuItem  Class 
menu  0 if no menu; otherweise 
UUID of the menu 
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